2$±   GREEK LANGUAGE IN THE BYZANTINE PERIOD
of Koraes, that it is not enough for a writer to be learned and
clever (oo^fe); he must be clear (oo^ifc) as well.
In the development of Greek we have therefore to follow
up two parallel but interacting currents: one is of the spoken
language and the other is of the Greek of the written, classical
tradition. For the second our task is plain; we have only to
examine the voluminous literature of Byzantium, nearly all
of which is in this form of the language. But this very fact
has inevitably concealed from us a great many steps in the
shaping of spoken Greek; of its local developments earlier
than the thirteenth century we in fact know very little more
than nothing. For what happened earlier than this date we
have to depend upon contemporary documents—papyri and
inscriptions—and still more upon the prohibitions of gram-
marians and their distinctions between classical and vulgar
words and expressions, and upon the slips and errors of
writers who were all the time aiming at writing anything but
the popular Greek whose course we are trying to trace. It is
fortunate that by the side of the learned historians we have
the more popular chroniclers, such as Malalas of the sixth
and Theophanes of the eighth century, and the writers of
lives of the Greek saints, all of whom allow themselves to use
a less classical style. Here, of course, a knowledge of the
modern language is indispensable; it alone enables us to read
the evidence correctly by letting us see the end towards
which the language of the Byzantine period was tending.
For the twelfth century and onwards we have a series of
texts, beginning with the satiric poems of Theodore Ptocho-
Prodromus, written with more or less consistency in the
spoken language: in all these writings we find a mixture of
old and new forms, the latter steadily advancing at the
expense of the former. Much obviously depends on the
method of interpretation applied to these texts, and their
evidence has, in fact, been read in two very different ways.
Hatzidakis held that the inconsistency of their language
arises from the writers using sometimes the ancient forms of
the written tradition, and sometimes the forms with which
they were themselves familiar as a part of the ordinary
spoken Greek of the day, and that therefore what we are to
see in these texts is the already formed modern language

